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Phone Company, In Response To Concerns About Phone  
Privacy, Shows Customers How To Tell The NSA To Take A Hike 

Small Arizona phone company provides a solution for individuals wanting 
to protect the security of their telephone calls from government snooping… 

 
Scottsdale, AZ – May 23, 2006 - The recent revelation first made by USA Today 

that the National Security Agency (NSA) has been commandeering phone 

records of tens of millions of ordinary Americans has shocked those who cherish 

their privacy and do not agree with unnecessary snooping by their government. 

 

It’s hard to know which phone companies are prepared to protect the privacy of 

telephone records from the NSA’s prying eyes.  Certainly many of the nation’s 

largest phone companies are not, according to USA Today.   

 

With the cooperation of the nations largest phone companies, the NSA has 

amassed the largest ever database of “call detail” information including who 

called what number, when and for how long. 

 

Less understood is that while the public is “assured” no personal data is being 

collected, it’s only a small step required in order to “connect-the-dots”.  Revealing 

the owner of most phone numbers is often as simple as typing the number into 

Google. 

 



Even a pre-paid calling card purchased for cash is not anonymous.  All calls 

originating from that card are recorded based on their authorization code, and it’s 

just a few simple steps to identify the caller. 

 

“This is nothing new”, reports Paul Schmidt, CEO of Paxx Telecom LLC.  “We 

reported back in 2002 that the a number of the major phone companies informed 

their customers that they intended to distribute or sell customers’ private 

information after a Federal Court gave them blanket permission to do so.” 

 

“At Paxx Telecom, our records are secured offsite and we guarantee never to 

turn over any records to the government or anyone else without a court order.  All 

our customers need do is dial a short access number in front of the number they 

want to reach. As a result, the local phone company will show only the 

connection to Paxx Telecom. It will have no record of the actual number the 

customer talked to", he said.  “In addition, we keep call records on our servers 

only temporarily to give customers access to verify proper invoicing, after which 

the calling information will be extinguished.” 

 

Paxx Telecom LLC is a privately owned long distance provider, incorporated in 

the state of Arizona in 1999.  Paxx Telecom offers domestic and international 

long distance services to residents of the USA and Canada, and it offers 

International callback services in most countries overseas. Paxx Telecom has 

agreements to use the network backbones of some of the world’s largest 

communication providers. For optimal call clarity, Paxx Telecom is using 

traditional voice-quality networks rather than VOIP or other Internet technology. 

Additional information about Paxx Telecom services is available 

at www.PaxxTelecom.com

 

More information about Paxx Telecom’s secure phone system can be found at 

www.paxxtelecom.com or by calling 1-800-664-4977.  
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